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Abstract: A new approach has been developed by the authors to estimate the load share of worm
gear drives, and to calculate the instantaneous tooth meshing stiﬀness and loaded transmission errors.
In the approach, the ﬁnite element (FE) modelling is based on the modiﬁed tooth geometry, which
ensures that the worm gear teeth are in localized contact. The geometric modelling method for
involute worm gears allows the tooth elastic deformation and tooth root stresses of worm gear drives
under diﬀerent load conditions to be investigated. On the basis of ﬁnite element analysis, the
instantaneous meshing stiﬀness and loaded transmission errors are obtained and the load share is
predicted. In comparison with existing methods, this approach applies loaded tooth contact analysis
and provides more accurate load capacity rating of worm gear drives.
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NOTATION
a, b major and minor semi-axes of contact area
respectively
A, B, C auxiliary parameters used for contact
deﬂection calculation
Ah centre distance of hob mounting
A0 centre distance of the worm gear drive
c, cb coeﬃcients for contact deﬂection
d vector for torque distribution
E Young’s modulus
F instantaneous load at the contact point
k
ðiÞ
I ; k
ðiÞ
II principal curvatures of the contact surfaces
ði ¼ 1; 2Þ
K instantaneous meshing stiﬀness at the contact
point
M21 matrix of transmission from 1 to 2
n0 normal of the modiﬁed worm and wheel
nref normal to tooth surface at the reference point
n
ð2Þ
M normal vector at a meshing point
p pitch
pnh normal pitch of the hob
pnw normal pitch of the modiﬁed worm
p0 maximum pressure at the centre of the contact
area
P total load
Px;y contact pressure at a point within the contact
area
rf radius of the reference circle of the wheel
r
ð2Þ
M hob mounting position vector
r1; r2 vectors of worm and wheel surfaces
respectively
r01 worm pitch radius
Ri rotation radius of the contact point
T torque vector
TEi real transmission error
u worm cutting tool parameter
U sum of elastic deformation¼ U1 þU2
U1 deformations of the worm tooth
U2 deformations of the wheel tooth
0ð12Þ relative velocity of the modiﬁed worm and
wheel
ref relative velocity between worm and wheel at a
reference point
 elastic deﬂection
1 worm thread lead angle
 vector of the elastic deformation
˜ vectors to describe the total displacement
Ł rotation increment at a contact point
’i theoretical transmission error without
consideration of loading
zð12Þ angle formed by the unit vectors in the
principal directions
h hob mounting angle
l compensation angle of the wheel owing to
tooth modiﬁcation
 Poisson’s ratio
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u coordinate system rigidly connected to the
worm cutter
1 coordinate system rigidly connected to the
worm
2 coordinate system rigidly connected to the
wheel
 displacement caused by the transmission error
u worm cutting tool rotation angle with respect
to the worm
1; 2 rotation angles of the worm and wheel
respectively
Subscripts
u refers to coordinate systems u
1 refers to coordinate systems 1
2 refers to coordinate systems 2
ref refers to the reference point
1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional worm gear drives are sensitive to manu-
facturing and assembly errors owing to the fact that they
are designed on the assumption that the conjugated
worm gear tooth surfaces are in line contact. In reality,
however, line contact is almost impossible to achieve on
account of manufacturing and assembly errors and
deﬂection under loading; instead, worse situations such
as edge contact occur which severely reduce the loading
capacity and, hence, the service life of worm gear drives.
Much research attention has been directed to
improving the tooth contact of worm gearing. At an
early stage, attempts were made deliberately to intro-
duce manufacturing errors to improve bearing contact
[1, 2]. Recently, localized tooth contact has been intro-
duced to provide an ideal bearing contact with low
sensitivity to errors. Among existing achievements, there
are two main approaches:
(a) tooth geometry modiﬁcation of worm gear drives to
achieve localized contact for which some methods
were developed by Vinula et al. [3] and Yoshino and
Muta [4];
(b) numerical methods for tooth contact analysis of
localized contact for worm gear drives [5, 6].
These developments provide the theoretical basis for a
better understanding of localized tooth contact for
worm gear drives. However, although the existing
methods may achieve localized contact, they cannot
ensure that the contact area is placed at an ideal position
and so the meshing quality is uncontrollable. In addi-
tion, since the localized contact is aﬀected by the load
applied and tooth geometry, and existing methods do
not provide a proper means to evaluate load share, the
contact area can only be roughly estimated.
Stress analysis of gears generally assumes a uniform
load distribution along an ideal contact line. Although
this is known to be an oversimpliﬁcation, it is still
applied in practice because of the complexity of the
tooth geometry and the lack of an eﬀective alternative
methodology. Owing to manufacturing errors and var-
ious factors such as elastic deformation under load,
tooth proﬁle modiﬁcation, misalignment and wear, the
ideal line contact never occurs in practice and the load
distribution on the tooth surface is far from uniform.
The contact lines degenerate into contact areas whose
size and position vary with load. Therefore, the results
of analysis using the existing methods are only rough
estimates and disagree with the real situation.
The loading capacity and transmission quality of
worm gearing depend on the behaviour of the worm
gear tooth contact under load. The current existing
analysis methods are mainly empirical ones, which are
based on simpliﬁed test data, and mathematical models
that assume ideal tooth loading. Obviously, design
based on these methods is unlikely to achieve optimum
capacity of the worm gears. Loaded tooth contact
analysis (LTCA), which is based on the application of
ﬁnite element analysis to determine load sharing
between the teeth, real contact ratio and stresses, is
desired for better worm gear design. With LTCA, the
deformation of teeth, stresses in gears and load dis-
tribution between teeth can be estimated more accu-
rately. Considerable work has been done for other types
of gear drives [7, 8], but LTCA for worm gear drives has
not been seen.
A general approach has been developed by the
authors for ﬁnite element (FE) modelling and load share
analysis of involute worm gear with localized tooth
contact, which is reported in this paper. The approach is
based on the LTCA and provides more accurate rating
of loading capacity of worm gear drives than existing
methods. In the following sections, the principles of the
approach are presented, including the design of worm
gear with localized tooth contact, FE modelling and
determination of the localized contact area; then the
load sharing among the multiple tooth pairs in mesh and
the transmission errors are analysed, on the basis of the
results obtained using the approach.
2 DESIGN OF WORM GEARS WITH
LOCALIZED TOOTH CONTACT
In order to achieve localized tooth contact for involute
worm gear drives, the following basic ideas are adopted
for modifying the worm gear tooth proﬁles:
(a) reduce the worm diameter and increase the lead
angle of the worm;
(b) make the modiﬁed worm have the same normal
pitch at the reference point as the original one;
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(c) change the hob mounting angle, h, to modify the
wheel tooth surface.
For a conventional involute worm, which is equivalent
to the hob used to produce the wheel, the tooth surface
is given by
r1 ¼ r1ðu; uÞ ¼
x1
y1
z1
1
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
¼
r01 cosu þ u cos 1 sinu
r01 sinu  u cos 1 cosu
u sin 1 þ pu
1
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
ð1Þ
The worm wheel tooth surface is the envelope of the
family of worm surfaces, and hence
r2 ¼ r2ðu; u; 1Þ
¼ M21 r1ðu; uÞ; f ðu; u; 1Þ ¼ 0 ð2Þ
M21
¼
cos1 cos2  sin1 cos2  sin2 A0 cos2
 cos1 sin2 sin1 sin2  cos2 A0 sin2
sin1 cos1 0 0
0 0 0 1
2
6666664
3
7777775
In equation (2), f ¼ 0 is the equation of worm–wheel
meshing.
The procedure to determine the modiﬁcation para-
meters is brieﬂy described below (for further details, see
reference [9]):
Step 1. Determine the reference contact point for design.
The reference point is the point on the tooth surface
where localized contact occurs with the theoretical
transmission ratio during tooth meshing. It is used as
a design reference and is chosen by the designer. With
equations (1) and (2), the reference point on the wheel
tooth surface can be represented by
rref ¼ r02ðrf; u; 1Þ ¼ M21  r1ðuref; uÞ ð3Þ
Step 2. Determine the meshing point of the modiﬁed tooth
surfaces. The modiﬁed tooth surface of the wheel is
diﬀerent from the original one. As shown in Fig. 1, to
ensure that it is in tangency with the worm at the
reference point, it has to be turned into the right
position around the wheel axis with an angle l, in
order to eliminate the gap between the worm and
wheel tooth surfaces; l is a function of the normal nref
and relative velocity ref, i.e.
l ¼ lðnref; refÞ ð4Þ
Step 3. Determine the hob mounting parameters. Dur-
ing modiﬁcation, a normal hob is used to manu-
facture the wheel with a speciﬁc mounting angle h
and centre distance Ah. The hob mounting angle h is
given by the designer, while the mounting centre dis-
tance of the hob can be obtained as below:
Ah ¼ rð2ÞMx  rð2ÞMz
n
ð2Þ
Mx
n
ð2Þ
Mz
 p n
ð2Þ
My
n
ð2Þ
Mz
ð5Þ
where r
ð2Þ
M and n
ð2Þ
M are the position and normal vectors
of the meshing point respectively, which can be cal-
culated by rotating the corresponding vectors of the
reference point through an angle l. Then, the centre
distance for hob mounting is determined by equation
(5). Thus, the parameters of hob mounting are now
determined.
Step 4. Determine the worm modiﬁcation parameters.
After modiﬁcation, the modiﬁed worm gear drives
should still satisfy the meshing equation. Thus, by
solving the set of equations consisting of the meshing
equation and the condition for the modiﬁcation pro-
posed, as shown below, the design parameters of the
modiﬁed worm can be obtained, including its dia-
meter, lead angle and the centre distance of the
modiﬁed worm gear drive:
n0  0ð12Þ ¼ 0
pnh ¼ pnw
ð6Þ
Fig. 1 Meshing position of the modiﬁed tooth
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where n0 and  0ð12Þ are the normal and relative velocity
of the modiﬁed worm gear drive, and pnh and pnw are
the normal pitch of the hob and the modiﬁed worm
respectively.
All the modiﬁcation design parameters can be deter-
mined using the method described above. However, the
hob mounting angle and the pitch of the modiﬁed worm
need to be given by the designer initially, and may be
modiﬁed later according to the results of tooth contact
analysis. Based on the modiﬁed design parameters, FE
models of worm and wheel can be obtained.
3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING FOR
INVOLUTE WORM GEARS
The FE modelling of the worm wheel consists of several
steps. The ﬁrst step is to create accurate geometric
models for the three-dimensional tooth proﬁle, which is
completed using software package Pro/Engineer [10].
The three-dimensional models created in Pro/Engineer
are exported as an IGES ﬁle that is a standard ﬁle for-
mat for graphic exchange. Then, the IGES ﬁles are
imported into the software ANSYS 5.3 [11]. When the
IGES ﬁle is retrieved in ANSYS, it is usually only a
geometric model with the surface information. Within
the preprocessor of ANSYS, it is necessary to merge the
surfaces to create proper volumes. After that, the proper
element type and material property need to be chosen
and the mesh of models will be performed.
3.1 Finite element model of wheel
Owing to the complexity of the tooth surface geometry,
it is diﬃcult to apply mapped meshing for the wheel
model. In order to resolve this problem, it is necessary to
divide the body into some individual units of six-sided
volumes so that the software can implement the mapped
mesh. In this research, the IGES ﬁle is imported into
ANSYS 5.3 and a part of the wheel body containing six
teeth is created using the surface geometry obtained
from the IGES ﬁle. The whole volume is further divided
into 57 subvolumes which are suitable for mapped
meshing. The gear wheel body with 57 individual
volumes and areas is shown in Fig. 2.
An involute cylindrical gear wheel model with 56 teeth
and speed ratio 3/56 reduction is created. The throat
radius of the wheel is 37.160mm and the outside diameter
is 500mm. The gear face width is 78.0mm. The 20-noded
element (solid-95) is used to mesh the model, and the
mesh result for the whole model can be seen in Fig. 3.
3.2 Finite element model of worm.
To create a whole model of the worm, the authors
developed a useful approach for FE modelling of
helical geometry. The idea to develop a complete
worm FE mesh is based on the fact that mesh
extrusion of shell elements can generate three-dimen-
sional elements and this function can produce ele-
ments to ﬁt helical shapes such as worm proﬁles. A
function command called VEXT operation in
ANSYS5.3 is applied to perform the mesh extrusion.
Because a rotation of the shell elements around an
axis is allowed during the VEXT operation, the
extrusion process is able to produce a helical shape
mesh. The FE model generated using VEXT is shown
in Fig 4.
4 DETERMINATION OF THE LOCALIZED
TOOTH CONTACT AREA
Theoretically, the tooth pairs of a conventional worm
gear drive are in line contact. However, for worm gear
drives with localized tooth contact, the worm and gear
teeth initially contact at a point. Owing to the tooth
elastic deformation under load, the contact zone is
Fig. 2 Individual volumes for mapped mesh
Fig. 3 Finite element mesh of the wheel model
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spread over an elliptical area centred on the theoretical
contact point.
4.1 Hertzian assumption
For an elastic and isotropic material, Hertz proposed
assumptions for the general contact loading case. He
showed that the intensity of pressure between the con-
tacting surfaces could be represented by the semi-ellip-
soid construction shown in Fig. 5.
The contact pressure at any point within the contact
area is expressed as
px;y ¼ p0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 x
2
a2
 y
2
b2
r
ð7Þ
where p0 is the maximum pressure at the centre of the
contact area, and a and b are the major and minor semi-
axes respectively. The total load is then given by the
volume of the semi-ellipsoid:
P ¼ 23 pabp0 ð8Þ
Therefore, the maximum pressure p0 is given in terms of
the applied load as
p0 ¼ 3P
2pab
ð9Þ
4.2 Determination of the contact ellipse
For any given contact load P it is necessary to deter-
mine the value of the major and minor axes before the
maximum contact stress can be evaluated. The following
procedure can be applied to determine the axes of the
contact ellipse.
4.2.1 Calculation of the deﬂection of the contact bodies
The method of deﬂection evaluation is proposed below
and consists of three steps:
(a) computation of the auxiliary parameters,
(b) selection of the deﬂection coeﬃcients,
(c) determination of the elastic deﬂection.
Equations of elastic deﬂection and contact ellipse. From
the theory of contact mechanics [12], the expression for
the elastic deﬂection  is given as
 ¼ c Pp
Aþ B
b=C
 
ð10Þ
b ¼ cb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PC
3
p
ð11Þ
a ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

A


s
ð12Þ
Actually, the deﬂection  expresses the sum of the
‘deﬂections’ of the two contact bodies as they approach
each other. In equation (10), A, B and C are auxiliary
parameters used for calculating the deﬂection of bodies
in point contact, and c and cb are the coeﬃcients.
Computation of auxiliary parameters. Parameter C is a
function of the elastic constants E and  of the contact
bodies and is given as
C ¼ 1
Aþ B
1 21
E1
þ 1 
2
2
E2
 
ð13Þ
Fig. 4 Finite element mesh of the whole worm model
Fig. 5 Finite element representation of Hertzian contact
pressure
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where A and B are related to the surface curvature of the
contact bodies and can be expressed [12] as
A ¼ 14 ðkð1ÞI þ kð1ÞII þ kð2ÞI þ kð2ÞII Þ
 14
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ðkð1ÞI  kð1ÞII Þ þ ðkð2ÞI  kð2ÞII Þ
2
4ðkð1ÞI  kð1ÞII Þðkð2ÞI  kð2ÞII Þ sin2 zð12Þ
vuut ð14Þ
B ¼ 14 ðkð1ÞI þ kð1ÞII þ kð2ÞI þ kð2ÞII Þ
þ 14
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ðkð1ÞI  kð1ÞII Þ þ ðkð2ÞI  kð2ÞII Þ
2
4ðkð1ÞI  kð1ÞII Þðkð2ÞI  kð2ÞII Þ sin2 zð12Þ
vuut ð15Þ
where k
ðiÞ
I and k
ðiÞ
II ði ¼ 1; 2Þ are the principal curvatures
of the contact surfaces, and zð12Þ is the angle formed by
the unit vectors of the principal directions. Since the
equations of the worm gear drive are known, the prin-
cipal curvatures of the tooth surfaces can be obtained
[13].
4.3 Determination of the distribution of contact pressure
With equation (9), the pressure at the centre of the
contact ellipse is determined when the semi-axes are
known. Then, the pressure at any position inside the
contact ellipse can be obtained using equation (7). To
simplify the FE calculation process, the contact ellipse is
divided into a number of elements and the pressure on
each element of the contact ellipse is assumed as an
average pressure, as shown in Fig. 5.
The average pressure can be calculated as
pi;j ¼
1
Ae
Z yj
yj1
Z xi
xi1
p0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 x
2
a2
 y
2
b2
s
dx dy ð16Þ
where the subscripts i and j represent the position of an
element of the contact ellipse, and Ae is the area of the
element. Undoubtedly, the more elements the contact
ellipse is divided into, the more accurate the calculation
result will be.
5 CALCULATION OF THE MESH STIFFNESS
OF ENGAGING TOOTH PAIRS
A key factor in determination of the load share among
the simultaneously engaged tooth pairs is the mesh
stiﬀness, which is deﬁned as the combined stiﬀness at the
contact position of the engaged tooth pairs. After the
tooth modiﬁcation, the worm gear drive has localized
tooth contact, i.e. ‘point’ or zone contact, and the ori-
ginal meshing principle is not applicable any more. The
tooth contact analysis (TCA) method is applied to pre-
dict the tooth contact path for the modiﬁed worm gear
drives and the computation results of TCA represent the
theoretical contact positions of the tooth surfaces.
For the case where a pair of teeth is engaged at the
contact position, the following assumptions are intro-
duced to simplify the calculation:
1. Tooth deformation is elastic.
2. The centre of the contact ellipses will not shift after
the elastic deformation.
During the tooth engaging process, both the worm tooth
and the wheel tooth have a deformation under the load,
as shown in Fig. 6. The driving force is transmitted at
the contact point that is the theoretical contact position
of the tooth pair. The sum of elastic deformation
includes the deformations of the worm tooth U1 and the
wheel tooth U2, i.e. U ¼ U1 þU2.
With respect to an individual tooth, its elastic defor-
mation is composed of two components: bending
deformation and contact deformation. The tooth
bending compliance is deﬁned as the displacement along
the normal to the tooth proﬁle where a unit load is
applied, while the tooth contact compliance is deﬁned
on the basis of Hertzian assumptions [14]. Because the
contact position always shifts during the engagement,
Fig. 6 Tooth deformation under load
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the bending and contact compliances, and hence the
meshing stiﬀness, vary over the engaging process.
According to the above assumptions, the magnitude
of the deformation UiðÞ at the centre of the contact
ellipses for the worm U1 or the wheel U2 can be
recognized as the instantaneous nominal deformation at
the meshing position. Applying a load on the FE models
of the worm and wheel, the deformation magnitude
UiðÞ at the centre of the contact ellipse, which includes
both bending and contact deformation, can be calcu-
lated. Therefore, the instantaneous stiﬀness for an
individual tooth is deﬁned as
KiðÞ ¼ F
UiðÞ ð17Þ
The instantaneous meshing stiﬀness at the contact point
of the engaging tooth pairs is then
K ¼ K1ðÞK2ðÞ
K1ðÞ þ K2ðÞ ð18Þ
The contact point moves on the tooth surface during the
engaging process and therefore the instantaneous
meshing stiﬀness depends on the contact path of the
worm gear drive. Because of diﬀerent manufacturing
errors, the contact path of the worm gear drive changes
accordingly. The change aﬀects the meshing stiﬀness
signiﬁcantly. The meshing stiﬀness for a worm gear
drive is actually a function of contact position which is
deﬁned as the meshing stiﬀness function along the
contact path (MSFACP) in this research. The compu-
tation of MSFACP is based on the FE models. The load
has been assigned to the worm model and the wheel
model at respective contact points with Hertzian dis-
tribution. The deformation of the contact point is cal-
culated and the stiﬀness of both worm and wheel are
obtained. Figure 7 shows the meshing stiﬀness of an
involute worm gear drive.
6 LOAD SHARE ANALYSIS OF THE WORM
GEAR DRIVES
The condition of tooth deformation compatibility
determines the load distribution between tooth pairs in
contact [15–17]. In gear engagement, two factors may
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the gear transmission. One is the
tooth proﬁle error caused by manufacturing and
assembly errors and the other is the tooth elastic
deformation for both the worm and the wheel, deter-
mined by the load acting on the contacting teeth. If the
total displacement of the ith tooth pair in contact is
represented as 	i (Fig. 8), the corresponding rotation
increment is then written as 	i=Ri, i.e. the extra rotation
caused by the total displacement. Therefore, to ensure
continuous transmission, it is necessary that every tooth
pair in contact has the same rotation increment under
load. It can be written as
	i1=Ri1 ¼ 	i=Ri ¼ 	iþ1=Riþ1 ð19Þ
The total displacement comprises the elastic deforma-
tion and the geometric mismatch of the tooth surfaces
that is caused by manufacturing and assembly errors.
Equation (19) is widely recognized as the compatible
condition for tooth deformation [7, 8].
Usually, a worm gear has more than one pair of teeth
engaged during the meshing process, and the number of
simultaneous contact teeth and the load-sharing per-
centage among the teeth always vary in the process. The
Fig. 7 Meshing stiﬀness of an involute worm gear drive
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contacting tooth pairs have diﬀerent displacements
under load. According to the compatibility condition for
smooth tooth rotation, the following conditions must be
met in order to maintain smooth motion transmission:
1. The extra tooth rotation angle caused by the
displacement under load must be the same for all
the simultaneously engaged tooth pairs. Otherwise,
continuous smooth transmission is not possible.
2. The sum of the torque contributions of each
engaged tooth pair must be equal to the total
applied torque.
If there are n tooth pairs in contact simultaneously (Fig.
8), the vectors to describe the total displacement and the
rotation increment at each contact point can be
expressed as ˜ and Ł respectively:
˜ ¼
	1
	2
..
.
	n
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð20Þ
Ł ¼
1
2
..
.
n
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð21Þ
where 	1, 	2; . . . ; 	n and 1, 2; . . . ;n refer to the
displacement and rotation increment at the contact
point of each meshing tooth pair. The radius matrix for
the worm gear drives is written as
R½ 
 ¼
R1 0
R2
. . .
0 Rn
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð22Þ
where R1, R2; . . . ;Rn represent the radius of each con-
tact point of the respective tooth pair. The vector for
torque distribution is written as
d ¼
d1
d2
..
.
dn
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð23Þ
where d1; d2; . . . ; dn are the torque share coeﬃcients of
the respective contact tooth pair. Therefore, the load
vector is expressed as
T ¼ T d ð24Þ
It is obvious that the sum of the coeﬃcients is equal to
one, and therefore
Xn
i¼1
di ¼ 1 ð25Þ
The contact force at the theoretical contact position is
deﬁned as
P ¼ R½ 
1T ¼ T  ½R
1 d ð26Þ
For each pair of contact teeth, there are bending elastic
deformation and contact elastic deformation in the
contact area. It is assumed that the load is applied at the
contact point and the contact is spread over an elliptical
area whose centre remains the theoretical contact point.
The vector to depict the elastic deformation is written as
 ¼
1
2
..
.
n
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð27Þ
where 1; 2; . . . ; n refer to the elastic deformations at
each contact point of the respective tooth pair. TheFig. 8 Condition of deformation compatibility
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matrix of meshing stiﬀness represents the local meshing
stiﬀness at each contact point. It is written as
K½ 
 ¼
K11 0
K22
. . .
0 Knn
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð28Þ
Therefore, the sum of elastic deformation can be
represented as
P ¼ T  R½ 
1  d ¼ K½ 
  
 ¼ T  K½ 
1  R½ 
1  d
ð29Þ
According to the motion relation of worm gear drives,
the relation between the displacement increment and
rotation increment can be written as
˜ ¼ R½ 
 Ł ð30Þ
The transmission error at the contact point of every
simultaneously meshing tooth pair can be represented as
 ¼
’1
’2
..
.
’n
2
66666664
3
77777775
ð31Þ
Therefore, the displacement caused by the transmission
error is written as
 ¼ R½ 
  ð32Þ
The total displacement of the contact tooth pairs under
load can be described as the sum of elastic deformation
(both bending and contact deformation) and transmis-
sion error (the tooth proﬁle separation caused by man-
ufacturing error or misalignment):
˜ ¼ þ  ð33Þ
Introducing equations (29), (30) and (32) into equation
(33) gives
R½ 
 Ł ¼ T  K½ 
1  R½ 
1  dþ R½ 
  ð34Þ
From the condition of deformation compatibility, to
ensure continuous transmission, it is necessary that
every tooth pair in contact has the same rotation
increment under load, e.g.
1 ¼ 2 ¼    ¼ n ¼ 
Therefore, Ł can be expressed as
Ł ¼ 
1
1
..
.
1
2
66666664
3
77777775
¼  1½ 
 ð35Þ
Therefore, equation (23) can be transformed into
d ¼ 1
T
 R½ 
  K½ 
f R½ 
 Ł  R½ 
 g
¼ 1
T
R½ 
  K½ 
  R½ 
     ð36Þ
and  can be determined as follows:
Xn
i¼1
di ¼ 1
Therefore
Xn
i¼1
1
T
R½ 
  K½ 
  R½ 
  Ł    ¼ 1 ð37Þ
and
 ¼ Tþ
Pn
i¼1 R½ 
  K½ 
  R½ 
 Pn
i¼1 R½ 
  K½ 
  R½ 
  1½ 

ð38Þ
If no transmission error exists, e.g.  ¼ 0, then
 ¼ TPn
i¼1 R½ 
  K½ 
  R½ 
  1½ 

ð39Þ
where T is the total torque and  is the nominal incre-
ment in the rotation angle, which is determined by
material, tooth geometry, load and errors caused by
misalignment. Then, d can be calculated using equation
(36), and therefore the load distribution is obtained.
Figure 9 shows the complete load share description
for a pair of teeth in the process of engagement from the
moment of starting contact until ﬁnishing contact.
Observing the above, the following can be derived
regarding the load share of the tooth pairs:
1. At the starting contact position, where the tip of the
wheel tooth and the root of the worm tooth are in
contact, the load share of the engaged tooth pair is
quite small. Because of the low stiﬀness of the wheel
tooth tip, the meshing stiﬀness of the starting
position is lower as well. Therefore, the tooth pair
only shares a low percentage of the load.
2. At the ﬁnal contact position, where the root of the
wheel tooth and the tip of the worm tooth are in
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contact, the load share of the engaged tooth pair
remains at about 50 per cent of the load. This means
that the tooth pair of the worm gear still bears a
high load before quitting the engagement. Because
the worm tooth tip and the wheel tooth root both
have a higher stiﬀness, the meshing stiﬀness of the
ﬁnal position is much higher than that of the
starting position. Hence, the tooth pair shares a
higher percentage of the load.
3. When the worm rotation angle is about 140, the
tooth pair bears the highest percentage of the load
(76.9 per cent).
4. When the other tooth pair is getting into or out of
the engagement, there are abrupt changes in the
load share of the tooth pair at that moment. The
abrupt change is the main cause of impact vibration
in worm gear drives.
7 DETERMINATION OF THE TRANSMISSION
ERRORS UNDER LOAD
The real transmission error under load is determined by
the actual total displacement of the contact tooth pairs,
which is aﬀected by the elastic deﬂection of the loaded
tooth body. The total displacement can be represented
as the sum of the elastic deformation and the theoretical
transmission error (the tooth proﬁle separation caused
by manufacturing error or misalignment) as shown
below:
˜ ¼ þ  ð40Þ
where  is the vector depicting the elastic deformation
and  is the vector depicting the displacement caused by
theoretical transmission errors. Since the elastic defor-
mation at every instant of the engagement can be
determined using FE analysis with the real load share of
the tooth pair, the total displacement at the contact
position is written as 	i ¼ i þ 
i.
The real transmission error under load can be
described as
TEi ¼ 	i
Ri
¼ i
Ri
þ 
i
Ri
¼ i
Ri
þ’i ð41Þ
where Ri is the radius of the contact position and ’i is
the theoretical transmission error without considering
the load. Because the theoretical transmission error 
i
has been obtained from TCA, the transmission error
under load can be determined. It is obvious that under
load the transmission error is diﬀerent from the theo-
retical one.
A calculation procedure has been developed to
determine the transmission error under load. The pro-
cedure includes the TCA process, the meshing stiﬀness
calculation using the FE model and load share deter-
mination for the engaging tooth. The real transmission
error of a worm gear drive has been evaluated under
diﬀerent assembly errors and loads. According to the
calculation results, under the normal load the tooth
elastic deformation of the worm gear is comparable
with the displacement caused by the theoretical trans-
mission error (tooth gap caused by the manufacturing
error). Therefore, the real transmission error of worm
gear drives is a load-dependent function. The approach
developed here enables evaluation of the real trans-
mission error under load, which is especially valuable
for high-speed transmissions.
The loaded transmission errors of the worm gear
drive under diﬀerent loads are shown in Fig. 10. It can
Fig. 9 Load share by a pair of teeth on a worm gear drive
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be seen that under certain load the transmission error
has been signiﬁcantly reduced. This can be interpreted
as showing that the elastic deformation under load can
compensate for the tooth gap caused by the manu-
facturing error. Following the above conclusion, it is
clear that the transmission error will change sub-
stantially under load.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method of FE modelling and load share
analysis for worm gear drives with localized tooth con-
tact has been developed. The elastic three-dimensional
FE models of the worm and wheel are created using
ANSYS software, and appropriate elements are chosen
to mesh the model.
The FE analysis is applied for the worm gear drive
with modiﬁed tooth geometry. From the results of the
FE analysis, the instantaneous meshing stiﬀness and
transmission error under load are obtained and the load
share of the worm gear drives is estimated. The results
are important for rating the load capacity and very
useful in the design of worm gear drives with compact
size and high loading capacity.
Although this study is aimed at involute worm gears,
the proposed method is quite general and can be applied
to predict the deformation, stress and loaded transmis-
sion error for other gears.
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